LISTENING INSIGHTS

Sprinklr Social Listening Insights
Can you currently track and monitor brands, markets, customers, products,
competition and crises? Perhaps.
But can you also ‘action’ the insight in near real time? Feed it instantly to
audience, conversation and reporting capabilities? And connect
live intelligence streams to your existing CRM system?
Not likely.

Sprinklr named a leader in
Enterprise Listening Platforms
– Forrester Wave™ Q1 2014

Well, that’s about to change.

Today 3:18pm

hey we just flipped on our new listening
functionality - they even put a widescreen
by the CEO's office :)
Today 3:20pm

good for you! what's it do?
Today 3:24pm

you know, tracks keywords, trends,
blogs, news, etc
Today 3:29pm

yeah but can you do anything with
all that stuff? like take instant action,
receive alerts, discover trends, set crisis
detection threshholds, activate response
teams instantly, etc?
Today 3:30pm

gee no, not really, it's just charts mostly.
we use another moderation tool for
engagement - you?
Today 3:33pm

we use sprinklr listening. everything's
actionable live - hey, if you can't action
stuff it's just another pretty chart. they
integrated it all.

Today 3:34pm

oh wow... hmm should prob look at
those guys too huh?
Today 3:35pm

Yeah, it's really a new generation listening
tool - Tweet em at @sprinklr
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Unearth topic categories in complex conversations

LISTENING INSIGHTS
YOU ASKED, WE ANSWERED
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What can I listen to out there?
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Yes, you can set up alerts on message volume
variations. For example, ‘‘Tell me if message volume
exceeds a given threshold this weekend.’’ This is helpful
in crisis detection or monitoring live events.

Currently we can track Blogs and Blog Comments,
Mainstream News, Forums, Photo and Video Sites,
Social Network Communities and broad searches.
Sprinklr also connects into other social and enterprise
technologies allowing for searching and analysis.
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Do you listen for keywords like everyone else?
Yes, but we go way beyond simple keyword matching
using proprietary technology. We homebrewed this
intelligent ‘social brain’ that can parse phrases and
word clusters, understand synonyms and detect
intent, emotion and sentiment.
Oh, and we made it self-training. So the more you use
it, the more it learns and improves.
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What about traffic volume analysis?
We have it all as part of our operational Listening
dashboards for brands, product, campaigns and
competitors. But, much more than just volume, you can
also track trends, mentions, earned vs. owned media
success, geographic, demographic, language and
share-of-voice indicators right out of the box.
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Can I discover how customers feel about my brand?
Yes. We cover sentiment, but also intent, emotion and mood.
So you get a full 3D mind map of your customers and fans.

How do I listen for things I don’t even know exist yet?
Think of Listening Insights as a social intelligence mining
probe. It lets you discover hidden information using
‘what-if’ exploratory drill-down capabilities. Any piece of
information can be further sliced along what, where and
who. So you can find that gold nugget you didn’t even
know existed before anyone else.

Can I track how our new products are perceived?
You sure can. Just include product names in your topic
queries to track and analyze product-related signals
and public sentiment and perception of a new product
you’ve just released.

Can I filter our spam and irrelevant messages?
Absolutely. Sprinklr has a built-in spam index for
proactively removing noisy sources. You can also
exclude irrelevant content keywords, RSS feeds,
websites and spamming users. And when you mark a
post as spam, the system remembers and adjusts in
real time.

Can I listen to my competitors and their customers?
Yes, absolutely. You can target competitive brands or
products, and analyze their social signals from their
public social profiles or online conversations.
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Can I jump right into a conversation I just discovered?
Yes, you can. Just like Reporting, if you pick up an
interesting conversation or topic, you can immediately
pull the thread into a conversation queue and start
engaging or monitoring over time from your dashboards.

How hard is it to build search queries?
Topic searches can be built in minutes by setting
a few filters and entering keywords into a wizard.
The wizard will add AND, OR and NOT logical
connectors to build a boolean query that the
system then uses. This query and its results can be
tuned by tweaking filters and identifying inclusion
and exclusion key sub themes.

Can I get alerts for certain types of events?
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Can I run reports on what we’re listening to?
Sure. Any intelligence you discover can be immediately
pulled into a reporting dashboard for analysis. Reports
can also be automatically scheduled and sent to
pre-defined stakeholders.

What can I do when I find relevant information?
Depending on the type of information, you can
immediately start tracking it as a live data stream in
your engagement or audience dashboards. You can
connect it instantly to a reporting dashboard. Or you
can tie it in real time to your existing CRM system.
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Can I compare how we’re doing on earned vs.
owned media?
Sure. We let you compare earned and owned media
in one central location, so you can conveniently track
things like product launches.

